
after crystal trick contrary
alibi abides skull simplicity

peripheral angle that you
nerves oriented hammier

mime that ovum unbosoming scribbler —
poovay voo prahngdr may merzewr —
ahksehptay voo der sehrveer
der taymwang? —

unbridled plagiarizing massed proverbs on pointe
the trick:
wedded and false-free fount unwedded words enjoin deceit,

mere symbol-albinos
I eye overcathecting practical babble

in the compression crystal to grind light—
bright bleeds through Apparent Signal utterer
doctrinaire about thoughts’ agile much-decorated complacency
antacided into silence—

the ideal flagellates
diverse dissatisfacted
fumbling for the lock forfeit
diamond bits on end persisting machine;

and skid spacing
Precs Rhet

even intervalling memory guise
inward dive hand to hand reactive doubling

pecking as composing
Happy contortious Chatter arguing with

focal infinites a slight objectification calls it justice:
every chicken head has humans in its eggs.

I was damage talks
that I sense, you’re mouthman refrigerant mentions
tremor acidics, repeat it hone it, utility means
means you’ve got a big built-in napkin on your hands:

tools’ face wit
well-points & spring-points calm leaks
getting the drawers among the legs,

resources catch your eye, the most heaping pierced
outlying zero animates zero

will of the couplet really do else & vain.
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And before I ’ad
nub with false pretenses

this brain celibate brochure proprietress
annexed artificial two deflate divergent
can’t be diffusioned; sensitive as a nerve melt agrees,

scaffolding paid gestation law
Lanvin and all story depository is closed in etiquette
missing gums imprison her on paper ghostly levitation—

novice slice bland at root, the valorizing
lacks content;

but I’m a tool to prop up the ideas that keep me down
for which I write to hear myself a recipient

silent implant charge’s
incubus casually machinic

mistakes minute skewers
as censors inward grammar halts

at immediate fiction requirement sounds cheap
insubstantially unserious genetic hubris multiplicity—
men are just physically used to looking down on sincere women—
prophylactic boosters subdivide to flatten the surge as tame

as mute’s wage total waiting, arms akimbo
with your ticket: Need waits:

the head is missing.
I don’t effervesce a lot

statemental brain attitude balcony
now as I other quote posed

intelligence as a form of bronzing, mimetic emptiness
erasing singly refrigeration in dreams

spectral liberties —
A commawould better express his intention—white don’t

rub off liftful stance so
sermon implant married the buttons, the near

is less near
contracting absence, every contradiction to justify repetition
is false light could improve
it true.

As soon as censor stare open & kept
boundaries buy
miniature restricting button oral rused, inappropriate valve
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home bits tongue—
stay the say the same party lesion lie
dice so small castrated keyless impossibility
into equality: you can’t happen

the document capsizes personal experience, eggs forgiven
bookend numbness

cute on the tube nominally beheaded;
and that’s a thought-stopper! —

my table of contents is useless
policing the libido, love’s winterization

arms disappearance against affirm blip voucher
swoon sign conjunction diminish to go—

I still like the old sentence—
grammar as your model for misunderstanding

less than coinage can bear.
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or titular comfortable modesty
toolings: I’ll let you guess—

mystery as privilege star flickers with urgent gel
certainty, voiceless stringent common

stylus bias
anthem light spikes

its condition,
so ocular syntagm

enthusiate failing magically dismissive appropriate
incorporatist monismmove— little wrongful sensorium

epidemic life-style? —
epigrammatical vacuity

deflating as a hobby:
No time? No problem!… fraud open storybook avalanche—

flush your world in ours:
anecdotal disturbance with siren for rent words, glitter
of absolutism coagulated frontispiece

See darling prespermed
gratis distinguished surcharge verticals we can wake—

breeding precedes essence, utility devours
modest sieve

[egress, ingress, and regress]
surgically prior larvaed premises—

or you could just decorate; but men love their daughters,
disclose dice

along points state focus zeros in parade formation
movement made recall into energy, where nothing ever happens;

insects got more accommodation
posing sacrament’s contractually doomed revelation—
take heart from fact
use the forced arch.

You know counterfeit rules
the lazy susan of theory norms took the trouble—
a new teacher for every gray hair code it flattened

prejudice alertness only
many innate fraud; fake stairs’

fatal bulb before bulb preview of
time reminds prison its palaced certainty abyss—
what’s past sure solid buys megaphones.
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And you know, let’s say ovaries, Sabine heroine donation
circumstantial captive
for ‘drive’, read ‘solution’

slowed down through the technology of high heels
fleece to violate alarmish harems of duty

goads brood holidays— boomtime for rapes, butwhy
do they choose to have those desires? —Motionless,
too trivial motion, the egg waits to propose

a passive dampen wattage unit
dive into their counterfeits

some sire value in its ambrosial laboratorial pallor.
You know best all root dominate

them denominated delirious incision
flawless jinxing eggs on automatic pilot

against queen synthetic sycophancy hose + heels =
decline of theWest, Little Red Riding Hood

does not escape the wolf:
your private unencounterable bodily iwo jima irruption
s’guy hotbeds extraneous under creaturisms pop toy
could register tracheal aggrandizement prize
demeanor purse implies content;

alias everyone’s vulgar eloquence silken size
but grotesque weight generally liked nanny so linear
squashed respectful animator into elevation
impressionably pregnant voluntary ovation analogy—

breathing fabulous society enough I pile up
only the headings

embalm scolded perfect
puffed-up bite Anne Boleyn
diorama wants a head

neglected noblesse oblige salivates accusals, redundant
geopolitics in a bed swarm regalia:
tassles on your name philately bone

come, expecting your miracle salmon with parasol.
VR (Victim Reporting) — hypnotized & summarized,

commercial marries weeping luscious overcrowded
equal metaphor junk to lead

muted access, half a say concave dowry future
cordial accessory whining stripe
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nosebleeds for hire; it grates to see
so shot fame law clamps

entry apart, receiving is believing
rubella ballet spores’ bedeviled reciprocity.

Tyrannical image
illness guaranteed by phrase pressure ill-natured

natural harangue strata turmoil crease
extracted from the urine of postmenopausal women:
we can have our own version of bad Polynesian restaurants

in the emotions— fact asks for reasons
dictates dictate

papoose stucco tenderizer
sandwiched between deceptions; out of favor

Radicalism has such appalling vanity poking big issue ineptitude
catastrophe = first clue

in the interest of clarity for a more aggressive disadvantage.
Hardly slit laundered cue serene

eggs officiate any grammar
excommunicates any contour; pessary keeps your uterus

balloon in place of
the body—mild plenty bite-sized
stability white sustains name expectant

true sedated by blank
matricidal donation.

And isolated flattery enigma
conceals its front nipples emblazoned on the idea—
flawless anachronism riding the rationalized debut

prior loss royale
grooming believer trumped off skyscraper orifice
sweat than oversight bullies the exceptions

the irremediably dusted dead ends
can inspire and too surewanting it too live.

Null is—ornate more to say
its miniaturization material revolver superimposed semblance
stammered squeeze wiring caution paste
to our loss limp in the
random squeezed context, silently rapid ownership
made sure negatively Business would-be Fashion toMales

fetal personhood, wombwith a view
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(too fast to describe).
PVT genetic is it! —

fizzing renown future palms the typecast
grammar’s certain fool: the novel dead

or your novel dead satisfy of pleading
men are known as membraner multipliers —

slick means serious?:
percussive qualify depends beach head birth hound

distance averts, sure
poetic udderness incubated

soft-pedaling effluvium.
Parts belong privately

three-pronged cluster around cajoling roots
final dress schism flatters anti-life hole

needs editing to the heart.
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presumptive sieve reply this everyone is posturing
pins of advantage which tauten the minor on the toes of others:
none of this group grope wants rape back to a time
when what brute force
enticement needed to survive a tube

corrosive corridor aglow
with scales forelouvered.

A profit of politeness: limbs in shiny catalog
hinging blossoms, insignia slabs
teaching embryo nametags abbreviated lies —

you think ‘pinch an inch’ size of hips means bigger assholes? —
more skin competes hoops

for siblings’ keeper, anonymous = ugly
‘beasts’ warned against ‘fascinated’

coerced roundness; I can’t really tell because it’s huge
fruit ideas in people’s heads parading

seeds by caste, gander staked stove in debt
unable to connect by joinish projectile.

Dowager headset:
decorous nuclei snake

affected esteem to counterfeit depth—
pitiless titular

am I went out of fashion?—
Cleopatra rhythm belies meaning
heed braced fleck, half-eaten watermark
stars winterize & closure restores beginning
arms fellate throne; invalid gowns & bustles, panoramic
photos of our inadequacy cushion of gravitational

personalization renown
sputtering mercurochrome on the milk sentence

farm crevice crèche sorrowed.
With Vital Engineering

stiff stuff, official darling
shun collides, parents rake leaves over childish hole
and idealized gentility soars — is that a broom

or is that your spouse? — satin
dispersed jewel hoax voiced digit whose vexed thumb
diagnostically cuts tissue spun away at decrees

annexing snatch grapheme
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as own touching
batched hapless pinker brood

repent as soap
tourniquet ointment’s peristaltic dating.

But mi face
half ID, half human

stains replace friends—
anti-corps exaltation pilot any nonchewable

private effrontery, a surgical operation in all its implied
kiddiecentric bitterness: when will it enjoy me?—

adultery as aptitude factor dolls relapse
the codpiece accepting midriff rank spatula’s

gaffe,
scales decor insected pioneers

torso is that how house-size menstrual pads
roundish insignia plan dampens—

the storks in particular worried her, a wife sweet knife
pimping for a lobotomy—

you think lack of emotion is clever? —
most of the handsome resistance thinned
have been turned out of their arrest pronoun daughters
accept the diversion
gets numerical will goes backwards too assertive divides
pick by rear
in hand
in appearance;

contractual vehemented basement passion vector hole
close-out length vendetta stuffingmanagement

inti-mate not
not to deconceptualize inside

a border on prude cash
abdomen personal got to subscribing titular doubts —

you know you never outgrow your Mom—
the single mother is falsified bestowal despised,

turning it into a counter-penis —
Go to hell, We are domestic servants,

ditto soma gave it craters
low rungs affection through some prism-anointed replica greed
rein quantity grooved closure’s bad press
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that blankness— hive.
Make your mind hurt each other

spoiler to conveyme?—
you’re marginal, you’re not well, talk he was
bleat in line list exhortation

feeds longing (let me lick your Nureyev)
resalute the category advantage degrades, the object

is the other; disguise the organ
as an accessory.

Morselize some losses, subservient milk, smaller
credentialling pieces encryptical
jewelry split princesses geometry

incautiously monadic— slave safe?, my allowable fiction
disinherited extrapolated & bound electricity safetied

spermless courting by trapped or residual
atom thicker flux,
the culture landed & kidnapped them both.
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coveted local swain
hulk beam buckskin & fringe of

insecurity knife left odor as whitewashed instinct:
material adherence surpasses injury, anything creative? —

here we have the bloody worm
which you can also use in salads, adroit designer

buttered mischance— big balloon
in my veins, oh, mine’s been ungainly— nothing niblets:

a limb caution stigma
bake-off appeals to muscles

maritally force the flap forbidden to breastfeed
double-spaced blemishes vibrationally

shanghaied arena-size inhibitions.
The one public sign

false musculature vulnerably vanity’s
division preens originality castratoism,

angry dearheart hectoring neon plenitude toward mudpies
appropriate isolated rat heart malice—
lilywhiteness’s pimp strut

with overstuffed individually decorated pores; defiantly shallow
affordably cute misnomer debut & its auxiliaries

look like extra-chromosome types
dissatisfiedly: remarkably K-mart pricking
fetal diction, quartz physique

unfriendly for hire—what are the birth defects of choice
with the hair painted on?— peeplike chromos
touting tights,
maidenish name chalk, problems, even enemas? —

with every hysterectomy I gave a free perm
so onan curries the sheets.

Let art courteous fake varicose pledges
have your fun preen to redden collar sooner than zipper
counts prime selfish satisfied half pint pleads
bedding the toomuch
injections of whitish gel roster, predator pride
proctor the shaft (do you crime around here?)

exactly dilettantish bosun delight—
I hate and I deflate, I wore my neck out
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shaking my head at sexists: oppressive martial jelly
exuberance demands unsatisfaction (?) discriminating,
my fat got so leaked, so

you can sing along with psychology,
the musculature is too confident:

I forgot I had a bladder
to retail gossip
parent pending, parents are killed, you knowwhy;

and cute won’t mix ballot in her hand
lion nurture the coldcocking prong

musketeering milk
between sperm donation— stem it! — next trimmer
gain is gain innocent me out against her; we didn’t hesitate
because we want to wait: delicately malevolent grip
jutting and receding in space, cough tightens testicle

phosphorus whoremaster matches
toy is fly

plunger to hibernate too quickly I mean
every married man in Hollywood is trying to date you—

dummy breastplates squat to squint
slice & grab dress as gyro

segmenting bait to
(blush) bush bowl—

he did not want to pull downmaypoles,
he came out with knives and let her have it.

Does your hostility set the record straight? —
more of them rent their lips

volunteer as previous value wristslap, no, values
instigates bakelite hammer hunger

song brackets in front cake remunerate
flesh the seething bruise-a-thon

masturbate the master’s pieces of paper; a one who stomps
pregnant wife is an already meltdown, idle =

lascivious who hot too engage to fault
close-cropped rectal magic, my fangs are full —
crib that fop!, you know I preserve private potty

I can twist at a discount
toaster grows up— your inner life of bedwetting

rage orchidded imposter chides,
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angry sassy dinner substitutes:
I’m starting to doubt the sexuality steps misfit
as less favorable self-indulgence.

Everybody’s ugly, get awaywith the person you love,
or get away from the person you love?, incorporeal peroxide

blame for ineptitude sister awkward dots —
now I have nowhere else to sleep—
organdy falsetto stigmatical selfishness

combed gownMinnie Mouse:
rape scholarships service heroines of debt
with smut cheater & the effigies,

unique anatomical gifts!
until his cheeks bleed

in any attitude but rampant
don’t do the hula quiz

as invited deteriorates noisiest bladders —
dynamite’s self-esteem, bluntly miscellaneous
horned cannibal denominator with fetal spurts
takes on rectal lease hectored ovum:

the way to a man’s heart is by head—
is it necessary to bleed a trophy

embellishing what breathes saddled leisure
lumpish swivel genus aspirant in

Sum Fella
Discreet Bunny

culottes, give her a separate sweat hut:
and stitch mundane

Twist On Past
desires quiver deviate men appropriative hello
narcissized by overrated steeple
animus affects captive cute
faulty others — dwarf in haste

equals training for a bigger wrong
trousseau with vasectomy— even condoms have hearts

clone the air softly
huge laps

squeegee that smarts a zero at the bone clamps of style—
efforting ally motors speechless fame-throwers
lease yourself to depend unwhole & fame-retardants, self-
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importance retread discomfort made literal
exercising spots, empty out the hot mind
temper’s mucilage addiction spangles

than being aloof
penis practical on picnics.
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but virgin’s accuracy
sleek magenta self-promotion per capita

if they auction you off, plug attire ankle-waisted
fancy enough will eunuch

she will lactate, he will not, a neck-buster fleece
certain tapered

happy shinola so coquettish homely sickish limbo
enamel late & broken shorts withhold lights,

cosmetic complaints department,
oversized tutu swaths of shrank with tails
— (you get a little high & everything sounds good)—

les girls silver terse, dolorous spelling
bob top
colloidally fresh slack

enrolled those that have beds to bother.
Compulsorily male adhesive

cameo-studded velvet dog collars
wed semen truss tube chest servile ardor:

they’re hoovering your face, impotent and lucrative
spinal foreclosure that little boosters sugarize:
a geriatric embarrassment, eyelash push-ups
taken seriously as a cooked-off naturalized invalid—

(jackets suffice, what is a bob cut?) —
pollen pansied heavy dolls with aerosol rockets
apostrophically forcefed— hey, crabcakes!:

torque & give me stripes—
allied with the acme of graceful, modest &wonderful posing

vassaled heartbeat
only where flesh is tolerated is around the breasts —
earrings that talk
cordial before cute somatic emergency leasee.

Diverse dinettes unite—
plato’s motel food endearments as diminutives

dialing for dolls’ irretrievable suppositories
infant mule-sled vertebrae, call home:

four girls’ heads in echelon
shopping aggressiveness deposits next the priapic donor
of fetal sand in face with a clutch

depicted cramp catheter gesture
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fanfare lacquers limbs—
not-so-giant conceit for their sake we’re nurses
dedicating our lives to helping you choose
the perfect tears by Acquisitional

birth with a bullet —
zher voo prayzahngt

pez one Direct Male Chauvinist Little Gun
little fabricked, fabricated, agonizing unbaking
bodies convivial stirrup creatures, this adipose proliferation—

boys talk excitedly to placemats
you’d look better on with headphones
movement deploys this individual

heart on vaccination,
cosmetic closures certified hymen floral

exhalation by consent, proverbs on loan.
And accept

you want to be unimportant
lucky for fangs trying to kill time on her face—
OK, pasta wombs!:
femme ladders predisturbed gape & hold up your hand

ripe vows bows woe
light the light, romeo, whose astonishing and chaste displays
of suppleness have won the title of cartilaginous wonder:

free things to do on drugs
one for Style
one for Timing
one for Execution

it’s thewhite blouse revolution wearing white something
already in the toaster —

decorum fingers the glowing—
could you twice hemp around sieve

boys walk their dogs shame beyond shampoo
to suck their dogs, waist tied up & amiable needle

skin straps of exploit me
well-behaved above the rules.

I receive bimbette so dependence
she recruits electrolytic genitalia for quintuplets, an act

of indelible behave, hula
use of envy disperser swerve to squeak prohibited, chic he care
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(without jealousy all you have is ecstasy)
stroller acceleration
I covered my hens, how’s my little layaway?—
jiffy donate formal getting ease, untaxed bandage
manning the mops, wind your- embarrassed samaritan -self

into lack of confidence
babysitters show that rage

paid tracts
for conduct

false semantic, sex cement
bluebeat boost bitten in-laws
leap to slap choice sweet or disdain
got a bleeder overawed

patient husbanded hooves— girls smoothed their rough ribs
date reduced to yodelling contest dresses,

none could raise their arms over their heads
I wet my pants —wet yours!,

I stopped talking because no one listened.
Put in your face to work with industry

amoeba-like versatiles enjoin adolescence slippage
wants a vacation and some of the stoogelike action—

defiled for? —
meringues expel shimmy colossus womb as rentable space

chicken gets strollers in heat hook
hormones overwhelm

to stimulate the maturation of egg-bearing follicles
in the ovaries with some knee-jerk body-popping

hammering pedigreed waiting in thrall
to distress without stress glands couching fussy spermula;

family is little entrepreneur
I’d multiply for cash privileges—
foateel pehyay poor ler baybay?—

the prince also favors a traditional wedding script
wait out for brood lasso deliberate

inconveniences inciting patty-cake skills
who’s forgood of it:

the same wayminks
get minks, dearie.

Shampoo rules rough go at unimport
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nurse with celestial wing wound kith sparks just bewilder
hand frills to pet imperatifs, slugs nearing hole

incontinent through baby solo between
affectional retardation; posh domesticated—
Again, a mother had found the reprehensible!:
she was once a horrified throat fertilizer, restless pointless
flightings—my ‘minimum cellular’ minimum debauch,
I went around knocking on everyone’s door &
asking them if they’d be mymommy—unsung bombardment

membered buddy needles jealous in
outstretched & stoppered varicose values, sovereign bondage

frightened placebo’s birthright pulse,
only comfortable husband wastes grace self-handling
when intimidated bodily this commodified with dignity
always imagined them in need of her caresses:

come over, let’s fail,
lowercase grievances wch can be borrowed

swallow formulaic fork
gravity in vocal paraplegic diapers,
spurning nimble dressing exit all for you

big silhouettes in a drug-infested bridal aisle
paint spine on stigma
choices knock nelly

die in court with nonstop kitchen foot in door
invoked faceless chitchat colony of poses—
‘there are no rules’ means ‘women get hurt bad’ —

less passion from less protein preemptive
prudently safari-like anorexia grew festive
mickey-mousing the emotions—

they could read your palm& you could fuck the daughter
jogging your pets, shudder salient
vassaled trace self-curtailed

pulleys bent over at a pale prom nape,
adopt hum-stands, crooked black & blue
gregarious worms in reproachful leisure chemise:
he talks about dolls that urinate too bored to grow

heart thinks by the book
a learned pills lull radio desperation
dresses up as hallucinatory distraction
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dark from coinage
forbidden communal sense—

delegates of the tired fiesta lambs,
conjugal pork-barrel perfunctorily sublime.
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unruly fragility sin fines superillustration
to typify despair closet praise irresponsibly
pull your face and douche that analogy, it’s a machine

free padding with remnant since you please—
the cleaner the colon
the clearer the complexion

a fluid body preordered
shape’s gross to supple stagelit halflife
lace in news tuned slipper, ovoid perusal harmony

in the lo-cal rumbling
face up amiss stumps for motionless suction release

lick it off your purpose—
automated scissors kick say when

forehead canceled value-conferring plier in itself.
Lonesome jubilee

neo-identity
tethered rouge & even fancy rope twirlers

backwards twinned granularity bumping heads in their sockets
out-of-wedlock:
ex-stitchers sashay unmistakably, if I

were you—
I am lovers

interested in flapping self distilling custody heart —
I’m just a dancing partner, now you soften
your ladyness spores, it sprouts me

as an inconsequential puncture self-
canceling pampering skills sequestered pet smile

isolate bridles cuddly nize
first litter, liaisoned banzai
I hate necks, intimate labial stuff

interims, glory assumes a fixed limb;
and dance

still self-questioning stillness
if au pair pampered annex, dance as lick outside

ditch aroma acquisition
velocity verified virgin favor

victims how to dance promote buttery ways
quick to redundant as you can and these tolerable

solitary desires are prehensile —
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trick clog, pedestal clog and statue clog
teeth are out of it: I think it’s nice

they’re having their halt to lack movement:
you want some confidence?— join a group,
frontalized nonchalance free

amicable relations among australopithecines—
closet quietism danger

arousal byproducts splintered quick distance.
I adapt to

without biting cares avenging proximity
teasing ronds de jambes

beguile knows a particle:
say it, speak! — solder down sweat white breath

seizing super speechless companions
as long as we have objects — meet other left singles —
we can still talk:

man, these big boobs are busting out,
leg-lifting skids talk

double your waste secret less share unisex
interrupts concern earns to mate man who for love

distraughts himself, drummed too tight
lust grows on less pulse as scraps
the conversazione on-again, off-again

sweet distilling.
But be bowedme ice foam

my solitude diagnosed tippy-toes
reaches myself, syncopate at all puppet dalliance
half halated energy flunkies— I would not

mistressify me drowses
pin hard times

somersault without stripes feeling beat glaze to sad
to pine for want harm’s hem lube to all? —
heartquarters inert cuisine

estrange heart salvage
domesticate for usage

complaint iotas touch the flunk skin around proof of cupidity
eradicates difference.

Orbital eccentric complicit heat, the relative body
pull reimbursed the saga of household spies at wound—
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someonemademe for you
swollen incident lungs dispel novel nuptials

wish more cells, sweet prick canopy stare
the lips of the split skirt management securers:
humanly puppies— you sit still hard compassion

has its charms so satisfied
private joint nook egotismwrongs

Alone, disappoints difference certain plush; line up
to be phallus in wonderlandmaterial as concrete
love options in which Cupid makes me kiss the rod—
duplicate expiation cheating insurance, will to membership

delicately martyred.
Freedom of information act’s controversial vendetta

semen gossamer covert error spine negates
quote Men compartmentalize their feelings unquote

heart is need you exhaust
teapot without spout, the trim secrecy pirouette

metal mates to less spurious
heart palpitates with anti-gay bigotry interpellated in pieces
with lust, evasion
takes fire over self-encapsulated fan
that defeats the eater halves at pry to chatter —

we are dangerously infallible in the—
claustrophobic syncopation honeymoon insists you’ve got fetus
on your breath;

but sentence, shut up & listen
thousands thief through use
lucking leisure as distance

widows circling around
white underbellies have their election body
exposed to the hook vainer tutor beating
orbits shudder along veins inlaid grief

plenty of something desire
proximate remoteness franchised closet
treaty forestall identity too serious

heart fit mood of doomed ardor home, with this ring
climax pays its dues—

fault arcane sorority isolation vaginated sublime
limitless compliance—

language castrates
me, I’m a speciality.
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by not—
rejuvenated flagellants — even puppy-like—
conquest — covert — desire
tender mongrels’ secondary defloration

and the fondling of the decapitated head, nobody in particular
how these cuds could help: cooking and nothingness,
I am an ultra-period

ovum dairy daughter jury indiscriminately
predator mannikin, doorknobs of vengeance—

maybe his neck is negligent, just sag normal,
verb great error

euphoria-deflating scar tissue calls it home start curs
blackmail by the past — sweltering passive pathetic calm

prom lie-detector tests
Mother, that lesbian

blistering clone foster punters
the most popular in all cosmetic surgery is breast size increase,
mascara’d yarn crown, Amazonless envy as malice

artery, discretionary vampire
hyperventilate into stardom:
howmuch are the split duchess dolls? —

somersault enjoined lipstick blackened blood purple rinso
hormonedme

the same way
dogs are made
to salivate

(punitive congratulations to your disability, I got nothing
to be queen antagonizing temperature)

tucked in by predators, the nail polish could vote better,
roommate suffraged onme:

was fate the language of local taste, always shape liars
Ideal Puppet
Natural Act
Nia Lady
In Law

insecurity is the superstructure pocket model,
the spineless live in a world of hotheads

& the era of tyrannies starts with dinner;
pregnant amputee persona
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as a department store of its own dissimilar sterility
helpful as honor parents for toughs wrong
life in a blender needs trappings, assist your child

with another shut-up ego profit
— [she owns him or her father owns him?] —

retired appeases
longest tightness

love.
Now division of attributes sure makes ‘lack attracts’

‘widespread’ —
gullible utensil photosynthesis, aborigines of chastisement:

unpremediated incubations, suburban housing
for embryos’ squadrons of sentiment

you pressure through love— steambed pecking order
disguised as adrenalin natal prance—

(followme around identically endentured)—
force to feel you’re not just being nihilistic

to be accommodating warm-bloodedmoderns
general labor eggs of
exhaustion, pranked in
a will to pincushion theory relinquishment,

erogenous in her cupboards
a lot of movement

is just avoidance of pain dispersal follies —
you can be wrong without overextending yourself —

think pretty walls widenme:
sentiment rental consumed deny-hearted saluting, joy stoppers

as if disperse all
greased for melancholia, venemous melancholy

flirt firms
envy in tasks slack formatives
faked choice besotted of
planned complacence: strip hub
ointmental regiment ladies stand in subtract
to tumble—Grumpy buys you.

Ordinate bone nerved norm
forced hybrid sexed fees cruising the makeup

in a buy-well-so-breed property cup,
sluice conditionals
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worship some thalidomide society at the gland shrine
party will end for blood lack of blood—

we install confidence
for having sexual intercourse with an angel

let these alibi standard
libertarians kill their own babies
join the mediocre as gift infiltraitors [sic]

maybe full sky nails
false flowered cage in aspic
dance during sorry nuclei dance only

ransom almost parenthetical hit on what dollar nerve amount
make me choke motive-and-motionless
I don’t see

died upon accepting the personal role as pressured
elevation worms to scratch

by constraint, foster parents bled in sympathy:
enthusiasm suffocates hurting volley
impassive in debt— keep this ass body from kicking, shock
the corpuscles into submission, shop now for best martyrs.

Did the victim ovulate? — quake?— tremble? —
regression forgives
ballet = autopsy
rivalry subdivisions

percentage of seizure he’s honest safe goodmales & females
differentiated from

prefatal man in order to privilege man:
& the mock paste unfurled flag inhibits the wrath of aunts

caught to be
privileged impotence sign public/private

is gift desire drives considered inappropriate for women
presumption Very Inc. appear on stage alone:

I divorced him to get more children in my bed—
ministerial moisture expectation

as a gift carpets posture ideology risibly
sex toy compendium,

the values aren’t as bad as the people who have them.
Kitschy brag searing space

nice fist heretofore chattel putty ramify the prod
fear & loathing doctors of authority
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woman hater & love it??
self-knowledge = self-corrosion

spreading the absentees
romance or pre-mance—

penultimate winking as interpellation averages capitate
dish limbo destiny belief:
I find that having a personal
life just keeps me homemore,

no instruction without supercession
liberty for righteousness like choke collars

abdomen by sped pistle court.
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simply swathe idioms
default managerial pride

moist fop glow the thing-outside-itself hymnal enough—
that’s a hard word to say but I still like it, hostesses:

four walls rupture defunct
codicil prompted of crypto-insemination knot,

cell guilds denoted into easy payments, eager tuxes
diplomatically fixed uncertainties

wheeled in after starters —
houses with no humid hardware
windows, misnomers quintessence.

You say: freeze
face bedpan eyes guise gag

mum behind wedge emotive hub, Meaning by K-mart
a purse is worth a thousand words, pretty trellis symptoms

urge doubts to secret sale, same
turns elusive sameness luster in all
lackluster flurry brains were suffocationists
nourishing fakery— thumpy structures! —

when you read, we don’t see the eyes smirk
dolphins in disguise feel better mute so we don’t know
what you’re feeling— all it takes is pinpricks
caught from behind & viscera gets to moralizing
the executive tool.

This bright impersonal clutter
royal flicker orphan drugs precariously endow
surgeon hold can’t help it aloft —

femininity certificates: admonitory full-grown
alliance with grief

previously called ‘feminine testicles’
busily attached is slit indicative perm
blushing pandemonium— vote out of self-pity

the first udder, naive room
pornography of space fatties go gold rate isn’t adult.

Extempore mechanics lower ceiling, alcove struts
deficient lullabied regret in rows

wringing tongues— you really work for a living?—
fancy ends unsettlemore

means, I mean, it’s say say fancy than he says
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douse that smile—
learn evasive of punctual vagrancy, escape
buckles impasse
prickly was to boom as lachrymose prefab
tissue fatuous lubricant of which you are phony permission total

sign somersaulting mighty patty melt
target void bears seed, predicate falsifies
the long donation

full rehousing guilt vengefully slowed.
Tighten your

back to brood— chairs make the movement
protocol’s spit-and-polish risk by numbers number ticked
they cultivate their fixations, sacrificially speaking

heedless gobbling
trained to a subjugation of the vocal organs
the fertility deal soon pension please (slickback) spurn;
I cater your none soon pale exit words
less than half absent QuotationMarks on the throne
I don’t like new: make the pearl over again—
spoon on Talking
Books are things between us and Books

adaptable stabbing to argue hurry
amniotic messages, the average spoke out.

Verbatim repetition can tease
digesting weeps of enfranchisement fenced burp
Lord will be prick: suburban signals’ manifest & extol
newlyweds unfurled messy insignia, tidy
stigmata puffs spliced lumps grammar defangedme—
we deliver mothers curvature of the composed unmistakable
gap rule solder wedding ring & executive estrogen,

width festum curb standardizing
the emotions as tax-deferred delivery systems—
mannikin requests spoilage, despot head tool joint

all under correction
the wards of the state have pleistocene bedroom
in their prayers perpetual motion;

stitch the sperm armada
affection just fits right into your underconsumption theory
sentence first, verdict afterward.
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Law-sheathed hyper-duty limb spaces out on ceremonials
pretty steady attitude defamation

baste that
litigant garage hours regularity entrothed
old = exquisite stun in maze contains present

servitude with quotables for rank breakneck devotees—
unborn file suit:

cropped by the future, sky bleeds to get endentured
abacus hidden harness all change as neurotic
decoratingMammon hoot because maternal
parented insignificance, chorus pleads grateful stubs.

Hard answer
flounces toward ratio

recto-verso
splintly fervor apprehend integer

multiplying missing person
devices possess us: too many drivers, sameness personified
the inner straphanging out into the outer

anonymous attrition
most closely resembles napkin apprentice

salve gores sameness coupons
differencing general garment repute
necessity by degrees
droop as shrimp would

if they decide to go into the shrimp business —
error is our language, proper
holes buy this everyonemouth
infection where you least dream

domination rudely Interior
to facts vivacious.
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tattered tinsel conscripts of impersonality:
His Polite Gentlemen or a skin cell in livestock advantaged

wilting for dote, salacious
monotono-gamy toxin invite your whole life

like one satisfact tongue-depressor plaza’d pull-up—
animals wet my pad; pull toys, puppet! —

big by shrinking
invertebrate prudence boxes, spouse arrives by hologram.

You say: disenfranchise
my stomach’s finished with you—
noiseless punch in their christening dresses
with asymmetric four-button closure
with two-handedminisuspender

ransom-wear
effigy bimbo-colored state-of-the-tart sandwich meat

Adrienne Rich is quite an omission—
(light)

evil flap dimmest ironing pad launching pad
gambles incision, fear fold adulterers as too healthy

in tights — hub stock
home spurt mannikin melodrama slap & despoil;

and lizard under my parasol
fingerprint devotion dolls baste to a fault

whose skirts are meant to keep a covered dish warm
slimmer, subtler, rubberized
big subversive top hat

notaries of the pall, passport abort bargain mandatory moth
treats consumer flame—meat varies
complimentary chicken charm tastelessly
familiar; they were perfectly normal

except for their appearance, maybe your identity could—
hasn’t creamery a certainty
born to be a backseat retread.

Your totale
pretzel-limbed offspring of nocturnal emission faucets
build a softer infrastructure at the mercy of the survivors
sputtering endorphins for a human piece
lackeying common body old enough to bleed, old
enough to butcher the sorriest fascinators
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unleveling [unbeveling] mispraise
some allegiance on the cross-dressers —
manger-matic dunce cap on cock
statutory pedestal scrubbed locality
who else quarantined
knighted over semen
panties in the petri dish—

fertility owns the roundtable brows,
makeshift brood drawers
& dismissive foster jokers:

choosing a safe for use in your home,
restrict with gain

gilded danger, ankle removal jostled
bargain shaves another mammal’s armpit
homing horning, feed normal breakage not freed

by darts, suburban unsaturated
betrayal in technicolor which diminishes? —
self-devaluating flounce into overt gyp:

or that this prejudiced finesse clone my inhibitions—
appropriating the child when it is praiseworthy
disowning [it] to mate if not— irreversible people

moving conceals star in stirrups;
lewd tuning fork, big black atomizer correct them all —
(e.g., a restraining notice, an information subpoena,
a sheriff’s execution or an order of attachment)
clamp peripheral babies buttressed as service folly.

Listen to me
forcefed rapture, placenta collide

contrived to raise their lily-white hands in horror—
just don’t put his dick in your mouth—

to stand profile to profile and spit at one another, bravo it all
its futilization canon:
no carpenter could this oriole be;

floral hygienic impersonal lactation
supplicating ammonia
Miss Mam felicity drone hints up frontward sap
DBA, dead before arrival squats maneuver.

Aminoing up the lacerated
lick industrial forgiven cupid
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dictates perjury flat on tout—Am I homeopath—
Buck ADance pull sweethearts up heartless harness

ice to temper if crowds
narrow, bone-informed pent up poodles
gelding opposites toomuch two-faced

clone safety for a living,
dressed to detoxify pliable dissection’s disobedience—

I chose to be a slave to increase my self-esteem:
divorce on automatic

bragging trap connive erosion ribbing palls
by respect, we have bulk conversations now—
nightmare of federal troops in my bedroom dilettantishly unhinged
little sister turns on big sister, pride goeth
before a vacancy erotic amiable grief vacuity of
pride in bodystocking diaspora.

With this, purchase paradise
helps it sublimer wish not want not
so then give memy ring string attached

releases the subjectivity of destroyed subjects —
mass cloak dial-a-tribe

subdivide the scarlet anti-mischief, protective dispensing
herd me tight wampum betrothal
safe in code swath.

Operant core conscience hindered whims
close, never drama baby beast
with prenuptial stipend adviser
pride impersonates appetite
pollen in suit magnified antipathy—

to coin an old phrase, why give it away if you can sell it? —
affadavit under status cell mime is back for real,

up & down blood roofing easy unsteady to purse—
yeah, but they crowded one with Love assured of boss

woke in the heart of a machine
discofied arrest, name simplexes

emote in sandwich form the representative body
milky heart repeating surfaces, static depth

rim truss
celebrated unfit fire.

Originality sales points age is a suitor—
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so what if they tough, at least they stay at home self-shopping
impersonated hybrid symptoms
if all the certified geniuses are white males

besting bother up broad way fit puritanical average
sockets make you elegantly adequate erect
orgasm is a mushroom of merchandise:

YouMust Be Like Yourself To Be Happy—
both do not have pictures of vaginas,

distance rancor solitude
norms save face self equal pay dolls —

polygamy is divisive?:
don’t act so superior to all your superiors:

mute curvature champion
zero confidentially legs after a number

adjudicating these ejaculate acupunctured honeymoon:
misfitting flow now too! —

amateur swelling amateur can’t get the stuff in
supervised by similarity deputizes the manhood scales;

the sleek sheen of perfect
profit value sit down to drown out

they miss me sick
blackmail sells short youngish scale

scapegoat inventors, boy prices, disciplinary
coagulation of identity pornography

causes unknown venereal disease rubber
speechless hopeless

communitarian boiled roxanne error circuit
demure extra-narrow version of doll hut ideals —
harmless total
may yield me
include populated
to belief agonizing equal
is not a threat, security
arouses me unlike actual
persons, the mistakes

respond to upholstery.
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now, low-calorie dictum traces
liking all praise codes in cosmetology, false grammar
deposits tongue regularly white in bank
so oblige same abruptly simple scale broodings—

the sorrow and the pity men
science passionaria amazedmad, practically anyone will do:
lamb-inspired Oedipal systematics, Shill I think
fantasied hampers Indeterminate Sentencing.

Your skin vs. your job corruption, dire tiers
tame what’s duct
by unspoken propietary tissue-built handclasp—

a crowd not merely aroundme but within me—
hidden shellfish jailer postures mix anatomy
at discount slumping deposit, bestial sever
each dormitoried diffraction justice hula
pop-up test bed: nice guys are finished first
mush on blackboard

mademe semblance tornado
sambo center clung,

and as poverty becomes more &more a women’s issue
rubberized jury decor

jewels interest me; party dolls
of the captive nations, love through power
salutory dough

ewn grahmehr
civic decoy annoyance as trophy stirrups force
plies impasse
sham zones: crowd pleased with ownmass
authority with receipt attached nurtured expulsion

conspiracy to infect red devils
shanghai’d or liberated?,
your money got hard

(‘and’ — or ‘to’) (‘or’ and ‘too’) secure.
Hallmarkish (admonished)

condiment norm grief mothers ply the infants to palpitate
subordinates ineffectually renowned, those walls

grow hard— congratulations
got so coercive that cobwebs cling to bondage

— or else— sincere,
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diamond numbed all distinction
social slowme tractable accost accuses

tramp forefront scale belongs to men
exchange their emotions for credit
expedient automatism dictating its norm
hula same lubricated leaker—

butcher’s apprentice trappist selves’ virus turns off

siblings as handsomemodifiers, I’m not
the red detachment of women in form
ation.

Center grief
musters from periphery, behavest among behavest, rebus

taste them spun whole
serf-same role grease—

wounds fit, crowds don’t lie:
Sadomaso scenarios have increased—

circle expunges all supine
norms disturb, nothing disturbs

norms informanting contraceptives and wife
canonic caprices

recommend adored sediments, paralyzed still belongs
completely laced by this

swoop into affiliation
talks extra pleats get unpleated
jitter republic fell in onme

to flee your rights obstacle prodigal
safe summonsing rhesus beat.

Apparatus helps you ejaculate my rent— species overtime
by cordoning deceives its virtue

frequency frustrates
opportunity squirt enforces by worshiping

a kind of forfeited
use-ual plan beats me up with misplaced confidence fit =
annul megaphoned by
biology: well, calibanishme
I can only egg so much
anatomy bears womb aroma repetition;

currency divides
the surface scissors, bureaucrats of pure lesion—
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but no people… I got this fixture papoose
grammar allows me to be imperceptible
catheterizing the horizon anonymous unemotional code motion
formality of the convalescing stigma face and fees:

sheepness between paradise & self-murder
constant rubber majority peonage swoon enamor
prosecuting sweet sake cocoonmade solid

professionals of insecurity an exmatriation
Inherit The Crowd

by traction homing abuse—
whosemothering theorist? —
hiswife is the private sector, centrifuge’s

future anticlimax factions
and in the eloquence of a conversational

between speak-your-weight machine and whoopee cushion,
equilibrists seek that shower of inattention
the phallus feels for the phallus—

you don’t recruit slaves, darling.
Slavery is suffrage slave’s

avocation?— uterus came into inheritance
slang injects & denies your status quo need
a little more reassurance? — susceptible to proxy redeems
the unborn, crucial for suture as society suffer sameness

a blamed reverts
unglued pupils
sediment I issue

emotional place-holders for the artillery conscience
builds an upholstered clandestine culture, the community
reaches up our skirt assault white-elephant humor:
all preserving sweet, inegalitarians of domesticity
all scratch no discourse, all illusion, all cheek
desire got some too general all normative denatured devises
dividends instead of carpets means quarantine
a spatially suckered leg as crowd control insertions:

you’ll love ours.
Data sex whites of crowdmade a civic corpse of —

troubles end in tubing, general escapeless crescential ego
fission schizophrenia for influence-spotters

turn toward a culture of birth
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antique halos again, universals, omni-adjective
pocket-sized everything
heritage hovers & clowns

you’re stemmed; certainty
gives it crowd.
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